Exploiting All Programmable SoCs in Neural Signal Analysis: A Closed-Loop Control for Large-Scale CMOS Multielectrode Arrays.
Microelectrode array (MEA) systems with up to several thousands of recording electrodes and electrical or optical stimulation capabilities are commercially available or described in the literature. By exploiting their submillisecond and micrometric temporal and spatial resolutions to record bioelectrical signals, such emerging MEA systems are increasingly used in neuroscience to study the complex dynamics of neuronal networks and brain circuits. However, they typically lack the capability of implementing real-time feedback between the detection of neuronal spiking events and stimulation, thus restricting large-scale neural interfacing to open-loop conditions. In order to exploit the potential of such large-scale recording systems and stimulation, we designed and validated a fully reconfigurable FPGA-based processing system for closed-loop multichannel control. By adopting a Xilinx Zynq-all-programmable system on chip that integrates reconfigurable logic and a dual-core ARM-based processor on the same device, the proposed platform permits low-latency preprocessing (filtering and detection) of spikes acquired simultaneously from several thousands of electrode sites. To demonstrate the proposed platform, we tested its performances through ex vivo experiments on the mice retina using a state-of-the-art planar high-density MEA that samples 4096 electrodes at 18 kHz and record light-evoked spikes from several thousands of retinal ganglion cells simultaneously. Results demonstrate that the platform is able to provide a total latency from whole-array data acquisition to stimulus generation below 2 ms. This opens the opportunity to design closed-loop experiments on neural systems and biomedical applications using emerging generations of planar or implantable large-scale MEA systems.